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Spontaneous wavefunction collapse theories provide the possibility to resolve the measurement problem of
quantum mechanics. However, the best experimental tests to date have been limited by thermal fluctuations
and have operated at frequencies far below those conjectured to allow the physical origins of collapse to be
identified. Here we propose a new approach which can surpass these limitations. Our approach uses a nanoscale
optomechanical system cooled to near its motional ground state. The scheme combines phonon counting with
efficient mitigation of technical noise, including non-linear photon conversion and photon coincidence counting.
It is capable of resolving the exquisitely small phonon fluxes required for a conclusive test of collapse models
as well as potentially identifying their physical origin.
Quantum mechanics has been one of the most success-
ful and transformative physical theories since its conception
in the early 20th century. However, while the evolution of
the quantum wave function is deteministically described by
Scho¨dinger’s equation, the outcome of a measurement is prob-
abilistic, given by the Born rule. Despite recent progress in
quantum foundations [1, 2], there is no consensus on how to
reconcile these two viewpoints, as illustrated by the measure-
ment paradox [3]. There are two conceptually distinct ap-
proaches: either the interpretative postulates must be modi-
fied [4–8], or quantum mechanics only approximates a deeper
theory yet to be discovered. The later approach gives rise
to collapse models [9, 10], postulating a stochastic nonlin-
ear modification to Schro¨dinger’s equation. Irrespective of
whether they successfully allow the reconciliation of quan-
tum evolution and measurement theory, the requirements of
norm-preservation of the state and no-superluminal signalling
are considered to make these collapse models the only mathe-
matically consistent, phenomenological modifications against
which quantum theory can be tested [4, 11].
The most complete and well studied collapse model is Con-
tinuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL) [12, 13], in which a
collapse noise field is introduced which couples nonlinearly to
the local mass density. In its simplest form this noise is white,
and the model has two parameters — the collapse rate λc,
which determines the interaction strength with the collapse
noise field, and the correlation length rc, which determines
the spatial resolution of the collapse process [4, 13]. rc is ex-
pected to be around 100 nm [14], as the behavior of larger sys-
tems is generally found to be adequately described by classi-
cal theories, whereas quantum mechanics appears to apply on
smaller scales. Refined models introduce two additional pa-
rameters, associating a temperature and high-frequency cut-
off to the collapse noise field to ensure energy conservation
and permit the possibility of an identifiable physical origin for
the collapse [15–18]. The high-frequency cut-off is estimated
to occur at Ωcsl/2pi ≈ 1010 − 1011 s−1 [19].
To date, the most stringent, unambiguous upper bounds on
λc at the expected correlation length are based on precise
measurements of temperature or strain noise in mechanical
resonators with sizes in the range of micrometers [20, 21]
to meters [22, 23], where signatures of spontaneous collapse
would manifest as an anomalous temperature increase. How-
ever, these resonators are larger than the anticipated correla-
tion length and have dynamics dominated by the thermal fluc-
tuations of their environment, even at microscale. As a result,
they have not been able to fully probe suggested lower bounds
for the heating due to wave-function collapse of less than one
phonon per day [14, 19, 24]. Moreover, even were they to
detect a signature of spontaneous collapse, with frequencies
well below the expected high frequency cutoff they would be
unable to provide insight into its physical origins.
In this work, we propose a test of collapse models that
could resolve these challenges. Our approach makes use of
a nanoscale mechanical oscillator with frequency close to the
expected cutoff and size comparable to the expected correla-
tion length. However, the reduced size compared with pre-
vious oscillator tests increases the difficulty of resolving the
minute collapse-induced heating above the thermal fluctua-
tions [25, 26], as well as both technical [27] and quantum
back-action [28] heating arising from the measurement pro-
cess. At these size-scales even detector dark counts are several
orders of magnitude larger than predicted signal rates from
CSL collapse [14, 19, 24]. To overcome this challenge, we
propose to use an optomechanical phonon-counting scheme
and to operate in a millikelvin environment where thermal
noise is exponentially suppressed, and the oscillator is near
its quantum ground state. A single-photon readout scheme
suppresses both absorption heating and quantum back-action
heating, while dark counts are suppressed by nonlinearly
downconverting signal photons to pairs and performing co-
incidence detection. We show that, with plausible improve-
ments in the state-of-the-art in optomechanics such an exper-
iment could close the gap between measured upper bounds
and predicted lower bounds on the CSL collapse strength, and
potentially be used to identify the physical mechanism under-
lying the collapse process.
Basic protocol.— As opposed to standard optomechanical
measurement, which consists of an optical cavity linearly cou-
pled to a mechanical resonator [29], we propose to perform
phonon counting in a three-mode optomechanical system in
which two optical modes are coupled via a mechanical res-
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2onator (see Fig. 1). One mode, the probe mode, is excited by
a continuous weak laser at its resonance frequency ωp. The
other, the signal mode at frequency ωs = ωp + Ω, is only ex-
cited by resonant anti-Stokes Raman scattering of a collapse
induced phonon with a probe photon in the ideal case.
As a concrete example, we consider using a three-mode
photonic-phononic crystal optomechanical system, such as
proposed in Refs. [30–33]. We choose most parameters based
on those achieved in Ref. [34], with a mechanical resonance
frequency of Ω/2pi = 3.7 GHz, an optomechanical effective
mass meff = 311 fg, and thermalisation to the base temper-
ature of a dilution refrigerator (T = 10 mK), but use the ul-
tralow mechanical damping rate Γ/2pi = 108 mHz recently
observed in Ref. [35]. We also assume significantly improved
single-photon optomechanical coupling rate g0 [29] and opti-
cal decay rates. We choose intrinsic coupling rates for both
optical modes of κp,0 = κs,0 = 2pi · 10 MHz, compared
to 2pi · 422 MHz in Ref. [34], where the subscripts ‘p’ and
‘s’ are used throughout to distinguish the probe and signal
mode [29]. Moreover, we consider operating at the threshold
of the strong coupling regime with g0 = κp = 2pi · 20 MHz,
with κp = κp,0 + κp,ex the loaded, and κp,ex the external
decay rate of the probe mode. As we will see later, this is ne-
cessitated by the requirement to efficiently convert collapse-
induced phonons to signal photons, together with the need for
low photon occupancy of the optical cavity to avoid spurious
signals. While experimentally achieved values in photonic-
phononic crystals are currently limited to g0/κ ≈ 2 · 10−3
[34], g0/κ ≈ 1 is predicted to be feasible with optimized de-
signs [36].
signal pathway   E             
nb=0 nb=1
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FIG. 1. Schematic of protocol. χ(3): nonlinear medium. Bottom left:
Energy level diagram for anti-Stokes Raman scattering of a probe
photon with a phonon. nb: phonon number. ωpump: Frequency of
pump laser for nonlinear downconversion. Bottom right: nonlinear
conversion of a signal photon for coincidence detection.
Phonon flux induced by CSL.— The phonon flux into an
oscillator from CSL collapse is n˙c = λcD, where D is a geo-
metrical factor that quantifies the susceptibility of a resonator
to spontaneous collapse. From the geometry of the proposed
device we find D = 1.1 · 106 (see Supplemental Material
[37]). The requirement that the collpase model should re-
solve the measurement problem introduces lower bounds on
λc. Adler proposed λc ≥ 10−8±2 s−1 from the postulate
that a collapse mechanism should account for latent image
formation in photography [14], while Bassi et al. proposed
(λc ≥ 10−10±2 s−1) from the presumption that the human
eye acts as a detector, reducing any superposition before it
is transformed into a perception in the brain [19]. For the
proposed resonator, these bounds imply CSL induced phonon
fluxes of n˙c = 1.1 · 10−2±2 s−1 and n˙c = 1.1 · 10−4±2 s−1,
respectively.
Optomechanical dynamics and conversion efficiency.—
The interaction picture Hamiltonian for our system is [30, 31]
Hint =~g0(b†e−iΩt + beiΩt)(a†paseiΩt + apa†se−iΩt)
+ ~√κp,ex(a†pain + a†inap),
(1)
where the operators b, ap and as correspond to annihilation
operators for the mechanical mode, and the optical probe-
and signal-modes, respectively, and ain is the coherent in-
put field. The first term describes the mechanically mediated
cross-coupling of the optical cavity modes, while the second
term describes the coherent excitation [29]. The dynamics of
the open quantum system is described by the master equation
[38]
dρˆ
dt
=− i
~
[
Hint, ρˆ
]
+ κpD[ap]ρˆ+ κsD[as]ρˆ
+ Γ(1 + n¯th)D[b]ρˆ+ (Γn¯th + λcD)D[b†]ρˆ,
(2)
where ρˆ is the density matrix, n¯th is the mean thermal occu-
pancy of the mechanical resonator, and D is the dissipating
superoperator, D[A]ρ = AρA† − 12 (A†Aρ+ ρA†A).
If the oscillator is in its ground state when spontaneous col-
lapse introduces a phonon and a probe pulse injects a photon
within the lifetime of the mechanical resonator, this prepares
the optomechanical system in the state |nbnpns〉 = |110〉.
The probability of this state causing emission of a photon from
the signal mode is given by the optomechanical conversion ef-
ficiency ηom, which is obtained by numerically solving Eq. 2,
taking into account that Γ κp, κs (see Supplemental Mate-
rial [37]). We choose the signal mode to be significantly over-
coupled (κs,ex = 4 · κs,0) in a tradeoff between optimising
the conversion efficiency and suppressing noise from direct
occupancy of the signal mode (see later), finding ηom = 0.35.
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FIG. 2. Spurious signal pathways due to measurement-induced
phonons. a) Spurious phonon created after direct excitation of signal
mode. b) Spurious phonon due to counter-rotating transition. c) Two
spurious phonons created by counter-rotating transition followed by
resonant transition.
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FIG. 3. Numerically calculated spurious signals caused by
measurement-induced phonons. a) Blue (orange): occupancy of den-
sity matrix elements containing one (two) phonon(s); dashed blue:
contribution from direct excitation of the signal mode. Fast oscilla-
tions on timescale Ω−1 correspond to the counter-rotating transition
|010〉 ↔ |101〉; slow oscillations to the resonant process |101〉 ↔
|210〉, with period g−10 = κ−1p . Dotted lines: asymptotic values for
κ−1p , κ
−1
s  t Γ−1. b) Same as (a) for t ∼ Γ−1  κ−1p , κ−1s . c)
Cumulative probability pom(t) of a probe photon creating a spurious
signal photon at frequency ωs via optomechanical scattering. Dotted
line: asymptotic value for t Γ−1.
Four classes of noise can potentially imitate this collapse
signal: thermal phonons, probe photons erroneously passing
through the system, measurement-induced spurious phonons,
and detector dark counts.
Thermal limit to collapse detection.— A collapse signature
is resolvable in a thermal noise background if n˙c/n˙th > 1,
where n˙th = Γ(e~Ω/kBT − 1)−1 is the thermal background
phonon flux. This gives a minimum testable collapse rate
λc,th = n˙th/D. In the high temperature limit kBT  ~Ω,
applicable to the comparatively heavy, low frequency oscilla-
tors used in existing experiments [20–23], the thermal phonon
flux is n˙th ≈ ΓkBT/~Ω, significantly larger than Bassi et
al.’s lower bound. By contrast, a significant advantage of our
approach is that miniaturisation and cryogenic cooling allow
the experiment to reach the regime where kBT  ~Ω. In
this case, the average thermal phonon occupation is exponen-
tially suppressed due to Bose-statistics, n˙th ≈ Γe−
~Ω
kBT , so
that λc,th = 1.2 · 10−14 s−1 for the proposed device, well
below both Adler’s and Bassi et al.’s lower bounds.
Spurious probe photons.— Probe photons passing directly
from the laser through the optomechanical system, without a
scattering event, could in principle imitate a signal, obfuscat-
ing collapse signatures. In order to suppress them, we propose
to filter light outcoupled from the signal mode via a narrow
optical cavity (see Fig. 1). Applying parameters of a typi-
cal filter cavity used for laser stabilisation [39], we find that
the probability of a probe photon passing the filter cavity is
pf = 7.2 · 10−10 (see Supplemental Material [37]), efficiently
suppressing these spurious probe photons.
Measurement-induced spurious phonons.— While thermal
phonons are exponentially suppressed, phonons can also be
induced by measurement. Each of the lowest order pathways
to create spurious phonons by measurement is represented by
an energy level diagram in Fig. 2.
A photon from the coherent probe laser can create a spuri-
ous phonon by coupling directly into the signal mode as in-
stead of the probe mode ap (Fig. 2 (a)). If the photon is out-
coupled, it has a frequency of ωp due to energy conservation
and experiences a double suppression — firstly by the sup-
pression of the direct occupation pathway, and secondly by
the filter, making this noise source negligible. However the
spurious phonon created by the process can contribute noise.
The occupancy due to this process is calculated in the Supple-
mental Material [37] and shown by the dashed blue line in Fig.
3 (a). It is strongly suppressed if the optomechanical system
is in the resolved sideband limit, with the suppression equal to
the square of the resolved sideband ratio Ω/κs.
A photon that does enter the probe mode, corresponding to
the state |nbnpns〉 = |010〉, can undergo the phonon-creating
transition b†apa†se
−2iΩt |010〉 → |101〉, as illustrated in Fig.
2 (b). This transition is not resonant and therefore suppressed,
but can occur weakly due to the finite bandwidth of the optical
cavity. The resulting state can also transition to a two-phonon
state, b†a†pas |101〉 → |210〉, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). Similarly
to the direct occupation of the signal mode, the photons cre-
ated in these transitions are efficiently filtered, and should not
produce a meaningful background. The phonons, on the other
hand, while suppressed by about (Ω/κp)2, are predicted to be
one of the leading sources of background. The predicted oc-
cupancies of the measurement-induced one- and two-phonon
states are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), by the blue and orange
traces, respectively.
We also estimate the phonon occupancy due to optical ab-
sorption heating based on previous analyses of heating in
cryogenically cooled photonic-phononic crystals [27]. This
only adds a small contribution to the measurement-induced
phonon occupancy (see Table I and Supplemental Material
[37]).
A measurement-induced phonon can only be converted to a
signal photon at frequency ωs, imitating a collapse signature,
if it scatters with a second photon entering the probe mode
within the lifetime Γ−1 of the mechanical resonator, as shown
in Fig. 2. This condition yields a further reduction of the
spurious signal rate by the average number of photons en-
tering the probe mode in one mechanical oscillator lifetime,
ηp = n¯pκp/Γ, where n¯p is the average photon occupancy of
the probe mode. We envisage tuning the probe laser power
so that ηp ∼ 0.01, in a trade-off between increased measure-
ment rate and decreased spurious count rate. The cumulative
probability of a second probe photon causing emission of a
signal photon at frequency ωs due to measurement-induced
optomechanical heating (pom(t)) is shown in Fig. 3 (c). The
asymptotic probability is pom(t→∞) = 2.8 ·10−7 (see Sup-
plemental Material [37]).
Coincidence dark counts.— A minute collapse-induced
4phonon flux translates to a similarly small photon flux. This
introduces the major challenge of detecting photons at rates
of less than one per day and therefore necessitates a strategy
for suppressing detector dark counts (which are typically on
the order of Hz to kHz). In order to achieve this, we propose
nonlinear downconversion of signal photons to pairs, as indi-
cated in the bottom right inset of Fig. 1. A bright coherent
pump beam is coupled into a medium exhibiting a third or-
der optical nonlinearity. It has been shown that this process
can convert single photons to pairs with near-unit efficiency
[40] (see Supplemental Material [37]). A signal is recorded
only if a coincidence detection event is registered. The coin-
cidence dark count rate is Rcoincidence = R2d · τc, where Rd
is the dark count rate of a single detector and τc is the co-
incidence timing resolution. Thus, coincidence dark counts
are suppressed as the square of the single-detector dark count
rate. For Rd = 3.5 Hz and τc = 30 ps [41], the predicted
coincidence dark count rate is on the order of one nanohertz.
Minimum testable collapse rate.— Comparing the prob-
abilities of a probe photon causing a spurious signal via
phonon excitation, pom(t → ∞), to the probability of a
probe photon measuring a collapse signature λcΓ−1Dηom =
λc · 5.6 · 105 s (for the standard value rc = 10−7 m), gives
the minimum testable collapse rate λc,om = Γpom(t →
∞)(ηomD)−1 = 4.7 · 10−13 s−1. Similarly, for spuri-
ous probe photons transmitted through the cavity we find
λc,phot = pf/(Γ
−1ηomηfD) = 2.3 · 10−15 s−1, where
ηf = 0.56 is the transmission efficiency through the fil-
ter for a signal photon at frequency ωs (see Supplemental
Material [37]). The minimum testable collapse rate limited
by coincidence dark counts is derived from the condition
Rc/Rcoincidence ≥ 1, where Rc = ηλcD is the rate of coinci-
dence detection events caused by collapse noise. Here, the ef-
ficiency η = ηpηomηχηdηf = 1.2·10−3 quantifies the fraction
of phonons in the mechanical resonator that result in a coinci-
dence count, where ηχ = 0.95 and ηd = 0.64 are downcon-
version and coincidence detection efficiencies, respectively
(see Supplemental Material [37] for details). Rearranging,
we find λc,det = Rcoincidence/(ηD) = 2.8 · 10−13 s−1.
Therefore, measurement-induced spurious phonons and co-
incidence dark counts set comparable limits to the lowest
detectable collapse rate, with negligible contributions from
spurious photons and thermally excited phonons. The min-
imum testable collapse rate limited by all noise sources is
λc =
∑
i λc,i = 8.0 · 10−13 s−1, sufficient to test both Bassi
et al.’s and Adler’s proposals. Noise and signal rates are com-
pared in Table I.
Signal rate and measurement time.— The predicted aver-
age time required to observe one signal due to CSL-collapse
is tmeas = (λcDη)−1. Fully probing of both Adler’s and
Bassi et al.’s proposals, including their respective uncertain-
ties, would require a measurement time in excess of 15 years.
Fabricating an array of N optomechanical cavities on a sil-
icon wafer [42–45] could significantly reduce this time to
t
(N)
meas = tmeas/N , and also the dark count limited testable col-
lapse rate to λ(N)c,det = λc,det/N . We estimate N ∼ 104 to be
feasible (see Supplemental Material [37]), essentially elimi-
noise type scaling signal rate [s−1] λc,min [s−1]
collapse noise ηl2ρ2x20[37] 1.3 · 103λc —
thermal e−
~Ω
kBT 1.7 · 10−11 1.2 · 10−14
optom. phonons ηpκ2/Ω2 1.2 · 10−9 4.7 · 10−13
abs. heating l/(m
1
4 Ω) [37] 8.1 · 10−11 3.3 · 10−14
probe photons see [37] 3.0 · 10−12 2.3 · 10−15
dark counts R2d · τc/N 3.7 · 10−10 2.8 · 10−13/N
TABLE I. Comparison of noise sources and respective testable CSL
parameter λc. m is the oscillator mass, l its linear size and ρ its
density.
nating detector dark counts as a limit, and allowing a reduction
of the measurement time to about 13 hours. When the exper-
iment is operated with a higher probe laser power, reducing
the measurement time at the cost of an elevated background
noise (see Supplemental Material [37]), a single device could
test the value λc = 10−8 s−1 proposed by Adler in about
8 minutes.
Bounds on CSL.— Fig. 4 shows existing experimentally
obtained upper bounds on the collapse rate λc together with
lower bounds by Adler and Bassi et al., and their uncertainties.
Upper bounds are provided by measurements of the motional
stability of gravitational wave interferometers [22, 23, 46, 47]
(yellow shaded region); the thermalization of ultracold can-
tilevers [20, 21] (blue outlined region); Kapitza-Dirac-Talbot-
Lau (KDTL)-Interferometry [46, 48, 49] (dashed black);
spontaneous X-ray emission from Germanium [50, 51] (dot-
ted black), and the observed temperature of neutron stars [52]
(dashed black), which are valid however only for white noise
CSL; and cold atom interference [46] (gray region), though
we note the controversy [53] on the actual size of the super-
position reported in [54].
The red shaded region in Fig. 4 could be tested by our pro-
tocol. In the case of white-noise collapse, the protocol could
for the first time fully test Bassi et al.’s proposal. If collapse
noise has one of the proposed physical origins [17–19], our
proposal could also for the first time test Adler’s prediction,
which is in such a case not tested by X-ray emission (black
dotted line in Fig. 4). Since the oscillator frequency is close
to the frequency range in which a drastic frequency-dependent
reduction of the collapse noise stemming from a physical ori-
gin is expected, performing the experiment with mechanical
resonators with a range of frequencies, or tunable frequen-
cies [55], would provide the prospect to identify the physi-
cal origin of the collapse noise, and to differentiate between
collapse-induced signal and technical noise sources.
We also evaluate the capability of the proposed approach to
constrain parameters in gravitational collapse models. While
for the Dio´si-Penrose model [56–58] we find that our pro-
posal cannot exceed existing bounds, for the classical chan-
nel gravity model in a typical parameter range [59–61] we
predict about a one order of magnitude stronger bound than
previously achieved [62]. (see Supplemental Materials [37]
for details)
In summary, we have proposed a new protocol to test
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FIG. 4. Parameter diagram for CSL-model. Excluded upper bounds:
gravitational wave detectors (yellow shaded); cold atoms (gray
shaded); microcantilevers (dashed blue line); KDTL-interferometry
(dashed black); Excluded for simple CSL only: neutron stars (dashed
black) and X-ray (dotted black). Proposed lower bounds: Adler (ver-
tical blue bars and dotted blue line) and Bassi et al. (vertical black
bar). Red: predicted testable parameter space using our protocol.
spontaneous collapse models. The protocol is based on
a dual-cavity high frequency optomechanical device, pas-
sively ground-state-cooled and operating in the strong cou-
pling regime. This design, combined with nonlinear optical
techniques to reduce dark counts, is predicted to allow mea-
surement of the very small phonon-flux generated by collapse-
induced heating. While challenging, the protocol has the po-
tential to make a conclusive test of CSL, and thus whether
collapse mechanisms can be invoked to resolve the measure-
ment paradox. Unlike previous proposals and experiments,
it is designed to allow for identification of the physical noise
field underlying CSL, and for differentiation between excess
technical noise and signatures of spontaneous wave-function
collapse.
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2I. SIGNAL RATES FROM SPONTANEOUS COLLAPSE
While there exists a plethora of collapse models [1, 2], they can all be formulated in terms of a
stochastic nonlinear modification to Schro¨dinger’s equation of the general form [3, 4]:
dΨ
dt
=
[
− i
~
H +
√
λAξ(t)− λ
2
(A†A+ A2)
]
Ψ, (1)
where the operator H is related to the standard Hamiltonian of the system, ξ(t) is defined in terms of
an increment dW (t) of a stochastic Wiener process W (t) through ξ(t)dt = dW (t); λ is a coupling
that sets the strength of the collapse and A is the reduction operator, which is specific to the particular
realization of the collapse mechanism. The requirements of norm-preservation of the state evolution
and of no-superluminal signalling make these collapse models the only mathematically consistent,
phenomenological modifications against which quantum theory can be tested in this context [3].
In the following we give expressions for the decoherence rates due to two commonly studied
collapse mechanisms. Collapse models differ in the properties and nature of the mechanisms pur-
ported to cause the collapse and can thus be classified according to the basis in which decoherence
occurs, the mathematical properties of the stochastic mechanism and whether the mechanism has a
quantum mechanical origin, or is due to a a modification to Scho¨dinger’s equation from a deeper-
level theory. In the models discussed here decoherence acts in the position basis with Gaussian
correlations in space, see Ref. [1] and references therein. A generic expression for the diffusion
term
√
λAξ(t)dt in the models considered here is
√
λ
∫
d~x (ρ(~x)− 〈ρ(x)〉) dW (~x, t) with ρ(~x) typ-
ically being the mass density, W (~x, t) the ensemble of Wiener processes (for different points ~x in
space) which can in general be correlated. The noise correlation length rc and the coupling rate λ
to the noise field are the model parameters. The stochastic Scho¨dinger equation (1) and the above
form of the diffusion term result in a master equation for the density operator of the system with a
Lindblad term of the form −D˜[~x, [~x, ρ]]. Such dynamics leads to decoherence of the off-diagonal
elements ~x′, ~x′′ of the density operator. The resulting decoherence rate D˜(x′, x′′) takes the form
D˜(~x′, ~x′′) =
∑
i,j
λ
2
[
G(~x′i − ~x′j) +G(~x′′i − ~x′′j )− 2G(~x′i − ~x′′j )
]
where the indices i, j refer to the
constituent particles of the system. For example, for a single particle and G(~x) = (4pir2c )
−3/2e−~x
2/4r2c
the corresponding decoherence rate reads D˜(~x′, ~x′′) = λ · (4pir2c )−3/2 · (1 − e−|~x′−~x′′|2/4r2c ) and is
exactly the one-particle decoherence rate in the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber (GRW) [5] and in the Con-
tinuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL) models [6, 7].
Position-basis decoherence yields localization of macroscopic superposition states. The same
Lindblad term −D˜[~x, [~x, ρ]] results in momentum diffusion of the system (this can be seen as a direct
consequence of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle and the fact that the above decoherence process
can equivalently be seen as a reduction of the position uncertainty of the system). In turn, the mo-
mentum diffusion can be interpreted as heating with the collapse-induced heating rate being directly
proportional to the decoherence rate D˜. This allows testing the collapse models also by monitoring
spontaneous heating of even isolated systems. For a quantum oscillator the heating leads to an in-
crease of the phonon number expectation value. The equivalent Lindblad term reads −D˜(b)[b, [b, ρ]],
with D˜(b) = x20D˜(~x
′, ~x′′), where x0 is the zero-point motion (or equivalently, for spatial superposi-
tions of massive particles, the superposition size ∆x).
The most studied decoherence model is the CSL model. It considers second-quantized (albeit non-
relativistic) indistinguishable particles where the collapse occurs in the particle number (Fock) basis.
The key consequence of the indistinguishability of the particles is that for multi-particle systems the
model predicts quadratic dependence of the decoherence rate on the number of particles that are within
the cutoff distance rc. For a comparison, the GRW model postulates discrete in time collapse events
of the wave-function of individual (and also distinguishable) particles in the positions basis which
yields linear dependence of the decoherence rate on the particle number. The stochastic process in the
CSL model is introduced in terms of a time-dependent Wiener noise at each point in space, coupling
to mass-density smeared over some length scale rc. As CSL is linear in the coupling rate λc of matter
3to the collapse noise field, we define a dimensionless decoherence operator D by D˜csl(b) = λcD.
For an oscillator with mass density ρ(~r) and direction of motion along the z-axis, the decoherence
operator in the CSL-model reads [8]
Dcsl =
(4pi)3/2r3cx
2
0
u2
∫
d3~k
(2pi)3
k2ze
−k2r2c |ρ˜(~k)|2, (2)
where ρ˜(~k) =
∫
d3rρ(~r)e−i~k~r is the Fourier transform of the mass density and u = 1.66 · 10−27 kg is
the atomic mass unit.
CSL in its original form predicts infinite energy increase as time goes to infinity [7, 9, 10]. This
problem can be solved by postulating a finite temperature of the noise [11]. Furthermore, the model
assumes a white noise spectrum, which cannot be identified with any physical origin [3] — this
limitation can be overcome by postulating non-Markovian dynamics [12, 13] which introduces a
coloured noise. A common assumption is that the physical field underlying the collapse process has
a cosmological origin, yielding a high-frequency cutoff of the order of Ωcsl/2pi ≈ 1010 − 1011 Hz
[11, 14].
D can be calculated explicitly for simple geometries of composite test-systems [8, 15]. For a
sphere of radius R the decoherence operator reads
Dsphere =
14pi2R2r2cρ
2x20
3u2
(
1− 2r
2
c
R2
+ eR
2/r2c
(
1 +
2r2c
R2
))
, (3)
and for the case of a cuboid with constant density ρ and sidelengths L1, L2 and L3, where L3 is the
direction of motion
Dcuboid =
32r4cρ
2x20
u2
(
1−e−
L23
4r2c
)(
e
− L
2
2
4r2c −
√
piL2
2rc
Erf(
L2
2rc
)−1)(e− L214r2c −√piL1
2rc
Erf(
L1
2rc
)−1). (4)
For our proposed experiment, we estimate length, height and width of the photonic crystal beam to
L1, L2, L3 = 1.3, 0.5, 0.2 µm, respectively, reproducing the effective motional mass of the relevant
mechanical mode of 0.31 pg [16], where we used the density of silicon, ρ = 2.33 · 103 kg/m3. From
Eq. (4) we find D = 1.1 · 106.
For the models where the collapse is assumed to have a gravitational origin, two main types of
theories can be distinguished: where decoherence arises due to an intrinsic uncertainty in the local
value of the gravitational field [17, 18] or, equivalently, gravitational self-interaction [19]; and where
decoherence is a consequence of the assumption that gravity is fundamentally a classical (and local)
channel [20–22]. In both cases for a small superposition size the resulting effect has the same general
form as the corresponding regime of the CSL and GRW models: For an oscillator it is proportional
to the square of the zero point motion, for spatial superpositions of massive particles the effect is
proportional the square of the superposition size. Gravity-based decoherence has also been described
within the framework of CSL in Ref. [23].
In the Dio´si-Penrose (DP) model the decoherence rate is quantified by gravitational potential
evaluated between superposed amplitudes of the system: G
2~ [U(XX) + U(Y Y ) − 2U(XY )], where
U(XY ) = −G ∫ d3r ∫ d3r′ ρX(r)ρY (r′)|r−r′| is the gravitational interaction between mass-densities ρX , ρY
associated with the superposed configurations X, Y [24], with G = 6.67 · 10−11 m3kg−1s−2 being
Newton’s gravitational constant. For point particles the above expression gives divergent decoher-
ence rate and thus a short-distance cutoff rDP is needed. The decoherence operator reads [15]
D˜DP =
x20G
6
√
pi~
( a
rDP
)
mρ, (5)
4where a is the lattice constant of the composite object. Comparing the heating rate expected from
Eq. (5) to measurement-induced spurious phonons, which constitute the strongest noise source in our
proposed experiment (see main text), we find that short-distance cutoffs up to rDP ≈ 3.9 fm can be
excluded. For a discussion of experimental tests of classical channel gravity [20–22] see Ref. [25].
II. SCALINGS OF THERMAL AND COLLAPSE-INDUCED HEATING
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FIG. 1. Heating rates of a Q = Ω/Γ = 107 silica sphere resonator vs. mechanical frequency and sphere
diameter. Red traces: heating due to coupling to the thermal environment at temperatures 300,1 and 0.01 K.
Gray shaded: Lower bounds on CSL heating rates for a sphere, according to Adler [26], Bassi et al. [14] and
GRW [5], assuming the fundamental mechanical breathing mode frequency Ω = c/R, with sphere radius R
and speed of sound c = 3000 m/s. CSL heating rates drop once the resonator becomes smaller than the noise
correlation length, which is set to rc = 10−7 m. Green: lower bound on heating rate predicted from classical
channel gravity [20–22]. At high frequencies and low temperatures, collapse signatures exceed the thermal
heating. Dashed gray line: Ω/2pi = 4 GHz, as in typical phononic-photonic crystals. Blue shaded: proposed
range of Ωcsl.
This exponential suppression is shown as a function of resonator size and in comparison to the
CSL signal, in Fig. 1 for the simple example of the fundamental breathing mode of a silica sphere,
as a function of its diameter. For the parameters of a photonic-phononic crystal (vertical dashed line
in Fig. 1), the lower bounds for the collapse-induced phonon flux predicted by Adler and Bassi et al.
(n˙c ∼ 10−4 s−1 and ∼ 10−6 s−1, respectively) exceed the thermal heating, so that thermal heating
should not preclude a full exclusion of collapse models.
III. CALCULATION DETAILS: EFFICIENCY AND NOISE LEVELS OF THE
OPTOMECHANICAL SYSTEM
The optomechanical system is probed by a strongly attenuated coherent source, such as described
in Ref. [27], which can be stabilized to a sub-Hz linewidth κL. Because κL is much smaller than κs,
κp, and κf , which are the linewidths of the probe mode, the signal mode, and the filter, respectively,
the field ain of the incoming probe laser is well approximated with a δ - function: ain(ω) = ainδ(ωL),
where ωL is the laser frequency. We set ωL = ωp to maximize coupling into the probe mode ap.
The mechanical decay rate Γ as well as the collapse rate are slow compared to timescales of the
optomechanical interaction: D,Γ g0, κp/s, where g0 is the single photon optomechanical coupling
5rate [28]. In this limit, the conversion dynamics can be modelled by the reduced master equation:
dρˆ
dt
= − i
~
[
Hint, ρˆ
]
+ κpD[ap]ρˆ+ κsD[as]ρˆ, (6)
where ρˆ is the density matrix, the operators ap and as correspond to annihilation operators for the
optical probe- and signal-modes, respectively, and Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian given in the
main text.
Resonant anti-Stokes scattering. If a phonon is introduced into the ground-state cooled oscillator,
and a probe pulse is incident within the lifetime of the mechanical excitation, the system is in the
initial state |nbnpns〉 = |110〉. The optomechanical conversion efficiency ηom is the probability of
one photon in the probe mode ap scattering with one phonon in the mechanical resonator, creating
a photon in the signal mode as (|110〉 → |001〉) via a anti-Stokes Raman process, and this photon
being outcoupled to create a signal photon at frequency ωs. ηom is obtained by numerically solving
Eq. (6) and time-integrating over the emission from the signal mode, ηom = κs,ex
∫∞
0
〈a†s(t)as(t)〉dt,
where κs,ex = κs − κs,0 is the external decay rate of the signal mode due to coupling, with κs,0
and κs its intrinsic and loaded decay rates, respectively. Fig. 2 (a) shows ηom as a function of the
effective coupling strength g0/κp for critical coupling of the probe mode κp,0 = κp,ex and equal
intrinsic couplings κs,0 = κp,0, for critically (κs,0 = κs,ex) and overcoupled (κs,ex/κp = 2 and 4)
signal mode. The efficiency ηom is essentially determined by the ratio g0/κp, as g0 sets the rate for
anti-Stokes scattering, and κp sets the rate for the competing optical decay. Higher values of κs,ex/κp
favour outcoupling of the signal photon, increasing ηom. For our proposed experiment we set g0 = κp
and κs,ex/κp = 2.
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FIG. 2. Efficiencies of optomechanical transitions. a) Cumulative probability for the output of a signal photon
due to the anti-Stokes scattering from the initial state |nbnpns〉 = |110〉 as a function of g0/κp, for κs,ext/κp =
1, 2, and 4. b) Efficiency of the spurious Stokes scattering, corresponding to the phonon number occupancy
expectation value ηStokes = 〈b†(t)b(t)〉 after an incident photon in the signal mode, for times Γ−1  t 
κ−1p , κ−1s . c) Cumulative probability for the output of a signal photon due to the anti-Stokes scattering from the
two-phonon state |nbnpns〉 = |210〉.
The probability of a phonon in the mechanical resonator translating to a coincidence count, imitat-
ing a signal, is given by η = ηpηomηfηχηd = 1.2·10−3, where ηp is the probability of a photon entering
the probe mode during the mechanical excitation lifetime, ηf = 0.56 is the transduction efficiency
through the filter for a signal photon at frequency ωs, ηχ = 0.95 and ηd = 0.64 are downconversion
and coincidence detection efficiencies, respectively. These efficiencies are analysed in more detail in
the following paragraphs. As the rate of phonons created in the resonator due to spontaneous collapse
is given by the collapse rate λcD, the rate of registered collapse signatures isRc = λcDη = 1.3·103λc.
Probe field occupancy. The average number of photons encountered by one phonon is given by
n¯ph =
∫ ∞
0
e−Γtκpn¯pdt, (7)
where n¯p is the average photon occupancy of the probe mode and e−Γt is the phonon occupancy
6when one phonon is created in the mechanical resonator at time t = 0. In the limit n¯p  Γ/κp, Eq.
(7) also quantifies the probability ηp of a phonon in the mechanical resonator encountering a probe
photon, ηp = n¯ph. Furthermore, in this limit, ηp asymptotes to ηp = n¯pκp/Γ. In our protocol, the
probe laser power is adjusted so that ηp = 0.01, corresponding to an average of 0.01 photons per
mechanical oscillator lifetime. In the steady state, the average intracavity photon number is given
by n¯p = 4κp,exn¯in/κ2p [28], and hence, to achieve a given ηp the input field occupancy is adjusted
to n¯in(ηp) = (ηpΓκp)/(4κp,ex). Because the signal is proportional to ηp, and the noise background
from measurement-induced spurious phonons is proportional to η2p , the input field occupancy gives a
handle to lower the noise at the cost of a longer measurement time, or vice versa.
Transmission through the filter cavity. The efficiency ηf of the signal passing through the filter,
assuming equal input- and output coupling strengths κf,ex, is given by [29]
ηf =
(
1− κf,0
κf
)2
, (8)
where κf,0 is the intrinsic filter linewidth and κf = κf,0 + κf,in + κf,out is the loaded filter linewidth,
with κf,in and κf,out the in- and output coupling, respectively. Using a typical a laser stabilisation filter
cavity [27], κf,0 = 30 kHz, and overcoupling both at the input and output κf,in = κf,out = 1.5 · κf,0,
a transmission efficiency of ηf = 0.56 is achieved.
Nonlinear downconversion. After separation from probe light at frequency ωp, signal photons
at frequency ωs are downconverted to photon pairs in a nonlinear medium. In order to minimize
detector dark counts, we propose a nonlinear conversion process to convert signal photons to pairs.
A bright classical pump beam with electric field amplitude E is coupled into a medium exhibiting
a third order χ(3) optical nonlinearity. This yields an effective second order interaction Hχ,eff =
γEaf,outd
†
1d
†
2 + γ
∗Ea†f,outd1d2, where γ is the nonlinear coupling strength, af,out is the mode of the
signal transmitted through cavity and filter, and d1/2 are the modes coupled to the detectors. Given
the input state |nf,outnd1nd2〉 = |100〉, the time evolution in the nonlinear medium is [30]
|Ψ(t)〉 = cos (|γ|t/~) |100〉+ i sin (|γ|t/~) |011〉 . (9)
By setting the length of the nonlinear medium to L = 1
2
pi~cn|γ|−1, where cn is the speed of sound
in the medium, the output state is |Ψ(tfinal)〉 = |011〉, corresponding to a photon in each detector
mode d1/2. It has been shown that this conversion can be performed with near-unit efficiency [30],
hence we assume ηχ = 0.95.
Coincidence detection. Assuming a detection efficiency of 80% for a single detector [31], the
efficiency for coincidence detection is ηd = (0.80)2 = 0.64. The coincidence dark count rate is
Rcoincidence = R
2
d · τc, where Rd is the dark count rate of a single detector and τc is the coincidence
timing resolution (time jitter). This allows a suppression of dark counts with the square of the single-
detector dark count rate. For Rd = 3.5 Hz and τc = 30 ps [31], the predicted coincidence dark count
rate is Rcoincidence = 3.7 · 10−10 s−1.
Spurious probe photons. Measurement noise is introduced by spurious probe photons transmitted
through the filter cavity and downconverted to a pair of photons in the nonlinear medium, imitating
a signal. The probability of a probe photon with detuning ∆ = ωs − ωp = Ω transmitting through a
filter cavity of linewidth κf and free spectral range ωfsr is given by [29]
pf (Ω) = ηf
[
1 + (
4
κf
)2 · sin2(pi∆
ωfsr
)
]−1
. (10)
For Ω/2pi = 3.7 GHz [16] and ωfsr/2pi = 9.4 GHz [27], we find pf = 7.3 · 10−10. A spurious probe
photon is then downconverted to a photon pair and registered as a coincidence count with efficiency
ηχηd. As the rate of incoming probe photons coupled into the probe mode in the steady state is
4κp,exn¯in/κp = n¯pκp = ηpΓ, the rate of coincidence counts due to spurious probe photons, imitating
7a signal, is
Rf = ηpΓpfηχηd = 3.0 · 10−12 s−1. (11)
Spurious phonons: direct occupation of the signal mode. A photon from the coherent probe laser
can create a spurious phonon by coupling into the signal mode as instead of the probe mode ap, which
results in a direct occupation of the signal mode |nbnpns〉 = |001〉, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) in the main
text. This process is suppressed due to the small spatiotemporal overlap Θ of the signal mode with
the coherent laser beam, Θ = κ2s/(κ
2
s + Ω
2) ≈ (κs/Ω)2 = 1.2 · 10−4, where Ω/2pi = 3.7 GHz
is the mechanical oscillator frequency and κs/2pi = 20 MHz is the loaded decay rate of the signal
mode. If the photon is outcoupled, it has a frequency of ωp due to energy conservation and can be
efficiently filtered from a signal at frequency ωs. However, a scattering process to the probe mode
creates a spurious phonon in mode b, imitating a decoherence-signature. The efficiency of this Stokes
scattering process is given by the probability of the initial state |001〉 causing the mechanical oscillator
to be in the excited state, i.e. the phonon occupancy after optical decay, ηStokes = 〈b†(t)b(t)〉, for times
t  κ−1p , κ−1s . ηStokes is shown as a function of g0/κp, for κs,ex/κp = 1, 2, and 4 in Fig 2 (b). Higher
values of κs,ex correspond to lower probabilities for this type of spurious signal, as the decay process
with rate κs,ex competes with the Stokes scattering with rate g0. For our proposed experiment we set
κs,ex/κp,0 = 2, yielding ηStokes = 0.22. The probability of phonon creation, due to this process, at
time t0 after incidence of the probe photon is pdirect = (κp/κp,ex) ·ΘηStokes = 5.2 · 10−5.
Spurious phonons: counterrotating optomechanical process. Another mechanism for spurious
phonon creation is given by probe photons anti-Stokes scattering into the signal mode, corresponding
to the resonantly suppressed (counterrotating) transition b†apa†se
−2iΩt |010〉 → |101〉. The resulting
state contains a photon in the signal mode as well as a phonon in the mechanical resonator, which
could in principle both imitate a signal. However, the outcoupled photon has a frequency of ωp−Ω and
can therefore be filtered from the signal at frequency ωs. The probability of phonon creation due to
this process, caused by a single incident probe photon, is obtained by numerically solving Eq. (6), is
pcounterrot,1 = 7.9 ·10−5, where pcounterrot,1 = 〈001| ρˆ(t κ−1p/s) |100〉+ 〈101| ρˆ(t κ−1p/s) |101〉, with
ρˆ(t) the density matrix initialized in the state ρˆ(t = 0) = |010〉 〈010| (see Fig. 4 (a) and (b) in the main
text). Further, the state |101〉 can resonantly transition to a state with two phonons in the mechanical
resonator and one photon in the probe mode: b†a†pas |101〉 → |210〉. The probability of one incident
probe photon preparing the system in this two-phonon state pcounterrot,2 =〈002| ρˆ(t κ−1p , κ−1s ) |200〉+
〈012| ρˆ(t κ−1p/s) |210〉 and ρˆ(t = 0) = |010〉 〈010|, is numerically obtained by solving Eq. (6), (Fig.
4 (b) in the main text), finding pcounterrot,2 = 8.6 · 10−6. We find that the occupancies pcounterrot,1
and pcounterrot,2 scale with (κp/Ω)2 in the limit g0 = κp, with higher order transitions suppressed by
(κp/Ω)
4 and therefore negligible.
Scattering of spurious probe phonons to signal photons. A signal photon at frequency ωs is created
if a spurious phonon scatters in with a second photon entering the probe mode within the lifetime of
the mechanical excitation. For timescales of the mechanical excitation lifetime, t ∼ Γ−1  κ−1p , κ−1s ,
after incidence of a probe photon, it is convenient to define the ‘occupancy probabilities’ of the one-
and two-phonon states from the optomechanical processes described above: pnb=1(t0) = pdirect +
pcounterrot,1 and pnb=2(t0) = pcounterrot,2, where t0 is long compared to timescales of the optical decay,
so that all optomechanical conversions have concluded, but short compared to the mechanical decay
(Γ−1  t0  κ−1p , κ−1s ). The time dynamics of these one- and two phonon occupancy probabilities
are described by
pnb=1(t) = nnb=1(t0)e
−Γt + 2pnb=2(t0)
(
e−Γt − e−2Γt) (12)
and
pnb=2(t) = pnb=2(t0)e
−2Γt, (13)
8respectively.
The probability of these spurious phononic states encountering a second probe photon is given by
ηpΓ
∫∞
0
pnb=1(t)dt and ηpΓ
∫∞
0
pnb=2(t)dt, respectively. The conversion efficiency of the one- and
two-phonon state to a spurious photon outcoupled from the cavity is then given by ηom and ηom,2, re-
spectively, where latter is numerically calculated and plotted as a function of g0/κp for different values
of κs,ex/κp,0 = 1, 2, and 4, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The resulting probability of a spurious phonon
of frequency ωs coupled out of the cavity, due to optomechanical processes, potentially imitating a
signal, is
pom(t) = ηpΓ
∫ t
0
pnb=1(t)ηom + pnb=2(t)ηom,2dt, (14)
as shown in the main text in Fig. 4 (c). We find the asymptotic value pom(t → ∞) = 2.8 · 10−7.
In analogy to Eq. (11), the rate of spurious coincidence counts is given by Rom = ηpΓpom(t →
∞)ηχηd = 1.2 · 10−9 s−1.
Spurious phonons due to photoabsorptive heating. Another noise source arises as probe photons
are absorbed in the bulk of the resonator. The absorption creates an electronic excitation, which is
then transferred to THz-frequency phonons [32, 33]. While radiating from the resonator to the en-
vironment with a geometry-and material-dependent timescale τTHz, they also couple to lower energy
phonons with a timescale τabs and can ultimately excite the mechanical resonator. These dynamics
have been investigated in detail for photonic-phononic crystal cavities [32–34]. The probability of
a probe photon exciting a phonon in the mechanical resonator due to photoabsorption for, time tabs,
at which the oscillator is in thermal equilibrium with the material, but not yet with the thermal envi-
ronment [32, 34] ( Γ−1  tabs  τTHz), is given by (κabs/κ0) · n¯γ , where n¯γ is the phonon number
expectation value resulting from absorption of a single photon in the testmass, κ0 = κabs + κscatter
is the intrinsic optical decay rate, with κabs and κscatter contributions from absorption in the bulk of
the resonator, and scattering out of the resonator, respectively. We approximate n¯γ by extrapolating
from Ref. [32]. In this case, the intrinsic optical decay is limited by photon absorption, κ0 ≈ κabs
and τ−1THz ≈ κ0/2pi, within the errors given. An intracavity photon number n¯cav = 1 yields average
phonon number of 10. An intracavity photon number of n¯cav = 1 means that, within the lifetime Γ−1ref
of the mechanical resonator, (κref/Γref) photons pass through the cavity, creating in total 10 phonons.
Therefore, from one photon we expect the induced occupancy n¯γ,ref = 10Γrefκref =
400 Hz
526 MHz ≈ 10−5. As
with the optomechanical heating rates, a spurious signal will only occur if the phonons resulting from
absorption heating interact with another probe photon. In analogy to Eq. (14), the probability of a
probe photon creating a spurious signal photon at frequency ωs due to absorption heating is
pabs(t) = ηpΓ
∫ t
0
n¯γe
−Γtηomdt. (15)
For the proposed setup we find pabs(t→∞) = 2.0 · 10−8 and Rabs = 8.1 · 10−11 s−1.
Multiplexing. A photonic-phononic crystal, including suspension and phononic shield, requires an
area of about 1000 µm2 [33]. Thus it would be conceivable to fabricate a high number of them on, a
4-inch-wafer with an area of ∼ 2 · 109 µm2. We assume for N ∼ 104, allowing more than 99% of the
wafer to be reserved for waveguide coupling, fabrication tolerances, etc.
Scaling of absorption heating with device parameters. As observed in Ref. [34], the phonon
number expectation value n¯γ scales with the intracavity photon number n¯ as n¯γ ∝ n¯1/4cav . Since for
a constant optical decay rate, n¯cav is proportional to the absorbed energy Eabs in the material, and
Eabs = V = m/ρ, where  is the energy density and ρ the mass density, it follows that n¯γ ∝ m−1/4
where m is the mass of material contained in the optical resoantor. Further, n¯γ ∝ Ω−1 as the phonon
energy is proportional to Ω but the absorbed energy is independent of Ω. The excitation probability is
proportional to the timescale for the energy to leave the resonator, n¯γ ∝ τTHz ∝ l. l is the distance of
the optical resonator to the mechanical clamping point. If the resonator material and aspect ratio are
9not changed, the occupancy n¯γ depends on the mass, frequency and dimension of the resonator in the
following way:
n¯γ = n¯γ,ref ·
( m
mref
)−1/4 · ( Ω
Ωref
)−1 · ( l
lref
)
, (16)
and we estimate mref = 7 pg, Ωref/2pi = 3.7 GHz, and lref = 6 µm (from Ref. [34]).
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